In this paper we construct low ML decoding complexity STBCs by using the Pauli matrices as linear dispersion matrices. In this case the Hurwitz-Radon orthogonality condition is shown to be easily checked by transferring the problem to F4 domain. The problem of constructing low ML decoding complexity STBCs is shown to be equivalent to finding certain codes over F4. It is shown that almost all known low ML decoding complexity STBCs can be obtained by this approach. New classes of codes are given that have the least known ML decoding complexity in some ranges of rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
An N × N Space-Time Block Code (STBC) C is a finite subset of C N ×N . An N × N linear space-time design or simply a design X in K real variables x 1 , . . . , x K is a matrix K i=1 x i A i , where A i ∈ C N ×N , i = 1, . . . , K and the set {A 1 , . . . , A K } is linearly independent over the field of real numbers R. Throughout the paper designs are denoted using upper case bold font letters. An N × N design X in K real variables is said to have a rate of R = K 2N complex symbols per channel use (cspcu). The matrices A i are known as linear dispersion or weight matrices. An STBC can be obtained from a design X by making x 1 , . . . , x K take values from a finite set A ⊂ R K . The set A is called the signal set. Denote the STBC obtained this way by C(X, A). Thus we have C(X, A) = { K l=1 a l A l |[a 1 , . . . , a K ] T ∈ A}. One of the important aspects in the design of space-time block codes (STBC) is the ML decoding complexity. Spacetime block codes based on orthogonal designs were proposed in [1] , [2] , [3] . Clifford Algebras were proposed as a means to design square orthogonal designs in [3] . It is known that [4] , [5] , [6] , orthogonal designs offer single real symbol decodability and full diversity. However the rates offered by these designs is less than 1 complex symbol per channel use when the number of transmit antennas is more than two [1] , [2] , [3] . Single complex symbol decodable or double real symbol decodable rate 1 STBCs were given in [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] .
In [7] , [8] , [9] the framework for multigroup decodable STBCs was given. In the design K i=1 x i A i , if the symbols x 1 , . . . , x K can be divided into groups such that each group of symbols can be ML decoded independently of other groups, then the ML decoding complexity is greatly reduced. In [10] fast-decodable (FD) codes were introduced. These codes were not multigroup decodable but they had reduced sphere-decoding complexity. In [17] , rate 2 codes for 2, 4 antennas with the largest known coding gain were given. These codes too were fast-decodable. Recently, fast-decodable codes for number of antennas N = 2, 4, 6, 8 were given in [12] . In [13] , a rate 3/2 fast-decodable code for 4 antennas was given. In [14] , a new class of codes called fast-groupdecodable (FGD) codes were introduced. These codes combine the low decoding complexity properties of multigroup and FD codes.
with respect to the partition Γ 1 , . . . , Γ g and there exists at least one Γ i such that
The four matrices I 2 , X, Z and iXZ are known as the Pauli matrices. The finite group G m generated by the m th order tensor products of the Pauli matrices is called the Pauli group.
In this paper, we construct low ML decoding complexity STBCs from designs that use elements from the Pauli group as linear dispersion matrices. This problem is converted to one of finding certain codes over F 4 , which are subsets of F 2 ⊕ F m 4 , in which checking the conditions for low ML decoding complexity becomes simpler. The contributions and the organization of this paper are as follows.
• It is shown that when designs are constructed by using elements of the Pauli group as weight matrices, the conditions on the weight matrices for low ML decoding complexity can be easily checked by transferring the problem to the corresponding F 4 -domain. This facilitates both the description and the construction of low ML decoding complexity codes in the F 4 -domain (Section III). with an ML decoding complexity of the order of M 2 for arbitrary constellations and M 1.5 for constellations that are appropriately chosen to reduce decoding complexity. This is in comparison with the code given in [15] and [16] that has complexity M 2.5 for arbitrary constellations with all other parameters being identical. -Code for N = 4 and R = 17/8 with an ML decoding complexity of the order of M 5.5 and M 5 for arbitrary and appropriately chosen constellations respectively. This is in comparison with the code given in [14] which has a complexity of M 6 with all other parameters being identical. It is also shown that the STBC given in [14] is a specific case of STBCs obtainable from codes over F 4 .
• We show that full-diversity STBCs with an ML decoding complexity of M 2 m−1 R−0.5 can be obtained by using regular PAM constellation for a subset of real symbols in the design given in [16] . For rates 3/2 ≤ R ≤ 2 m−2 + 1 2 m these codes have the least known ML decoding complexity for 2 m antennas (Section IV). • STBCs obtainable by our approach are shown to include as special cases, the R = 2 codes, proposed in [17] , for 2 and 4 antennas having the largest known coding gain and the fast-decodable rate 2 code for 2 transmit antennas proposed in [18] , [19] (Section IV). • It is shown that all the codes of this paper offer fulldiversity (Section II).
The proofs for all the theorems, propositions and other claims in this paper have been omitted due to space considerations, but are available in [11] . Notation: For a complex matrix A the transpose, the conjugate and the conjugate-transpose are denoted by A T ,Ā and A H respectively. A ⊗ B is the Kronecker product of matrices A and B. I n is the n × n identity matrix and 0 is the all zero matrix of appropriate dimension. The empty set is denoted by φ. Cardinality of a set Γ is denoted by |Γ| and i = √ −1. 1{·} is the indicator function. For a positive integer n, Z n is the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.
II. ON FULL DIVERSITY
In this section, we give a sufficient condition for a design X to give rise to full-diversity STBC C(X, A) when all the real symbols are encoded independently. This result is then used to show that every low ML decoding complexity design presented in this work can be combined with an appropriate signal set to get a full diversity STBC without compromising on decoding comfort.
Theorem 1: For any given N × N square linear design X n = n i=1 x i A i with full-rank weight matrices A i and positive integers Q 1 , . . . , Q n , there exist constellations A i ⊂ R, i = 1, . . . , n such that 1) |A i | = Q i for i = 1, . . . , n.
2) The STBC C(X n , A 1 × · · · × A n ) offers full diversity.
The STBC in Theorem 1 is obtained by encoding the real symbols independently of each other. Thus if X were a g-group decodable, fast-decodable or fast-group-decodable design then the resulting STBC C(X, A) is a g-group decodable, fast-decodable or fast-group-decodable STBC respectively. Most importantly the condition that the linear dispersion matrices are full-rank ensures that the STBC C(X, A) offers full-diversity. All the designs discussed in this paper have unitary, and hence, full-rank weight matrices. In the remaining sections of the paper the focus is on designing low ML decoding complexity designs and not on the design of signal sets A. The following theorem will be useful when we are constructing STBCs with low ML decoding complexity.
Theorem 2:
x i A i be an N × N design in K real symbols with full-rank weight matrices and l ∈ {1, . . . , K} be such that
Given positive integers Q 1 , . . . , Q K and any set of real con-
III. LOW ML DECODING COMPLEXITY STBCS VIA CODES OVER F 4 In this section, we make use of Universal Clifford Algebras [20] and their matrix representations over the complex field, to construct low ML decoding complexity codes via codes over F 4 . A subset of elements in the Universal Clifford Algebra are seen to have multiplicative properties similar to (1) . We obtain low ML decoding complexity designs by choosing linear dispersion matrices from the matrix representation of these elements. We proceed in this direction by using a theorem that establishes an isomorphism between a Universal Clifford Algebra and a full matrix algebra of appropriate dimension over C. It is then observed that the tensor product of Pauli matrices is a double cover of the set of elements in question from the Universal Clifford Algebra. The connection with vectors over F 4 is made. The problem of finding low ML decoding complexity designs is then converted to one of finding a set of vectors in F 2 ⊕ F m 4 . Examples of low decoding complexity STBCs available in the literature that are obtainable from codes over F 4 are given. Let
where I 2 , X, Z and iZX are the Pauli matrices. We now proceed by relating the set Λ m to F 2 ⊕ F m 4 . Consider the finite field F 4 with 4 elements {0, 1, ω, ω 2 } satisfying the relation 1 + ω = ω 2 . Define a map ψ : {I 2 , iX, iZ, ZX} → F 4 that sends I 2 → 0, iX → 1, iZ → ω and ZX → ω 2 . Note that every element t ∈ Λ m can be uniquely written as
is a one to one correspondence between Λ m and F 2 ⊕ F m 4 . 
Proposition 2: For any t 1 , t 2 ∈ Λ m , we have
) is odd, where the vector sum is component wise addition.
When we restrict the possible linear dispersion matrices to the set Λ m , Proposition 2 helps us reformulate the original problem of finding weight matrices for low ML decoding complexity STBCs in terms of finding vectors in F 2 ⊕ F m 4 . This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
and a partition Γ 1 , . . . , Γ g of {1, . . . , K} into nonempty subsets such that wt(y k + y l ) is odd whenever k ∈ Γ i , l ∈ Γ j and i = j, then there exists a design X(x 1 , . . . , x K ) of dimension 2 m × 2 m in K real variables and which is g-group ML decodable with the i th group being {x k |k ∈ Γ i }.
Theorem 3 converts the original problem of finding g-group ML decodable designs from Λ m to that of finding certain codes over F 4 . Once such a code is chosen in F 2 ⊕ F m 4 , the linear dispersion matrices can be obtained by the one-to-one correspondence ϕ.
Definition 3: A design in K real symbols for 2 m antennas from
The design corresponding to S is X = K i=1 x i ϕ −1 (y i ). Now we can use Theorem 3 to define g-group decodable, FD and FGD designs obtainable from codes over F 4 . These are given below.
Definition 4: Let S be a design obtainable from F 2 ⊕ F m 4 . 1) S = ∪ g i=1 S i or equivalently the set {S k |k = 1, . . . , g} is called a g-group decodable design if for any y ∈ S k , z ∈ S l and k = l we have wt(y + z) is odd. 2) S is said to be fast-decodable or conditionally g-group decodable if there exist subsets S i ⊂ S, i = 1, . . . , g, g > 1 such that {S i |i = 1, . . . , g} is a g-group decodable design. 3) A g-group decodable design {S i |i = 1, . . . , g} is said to be fast-group-decodable if there exists at least one l ∈ {1, . . . , g} such that the design S l is fast-decodable. Example 1: The Alamouti Code is a 2×2 square orthogonal design of rate 1. Its parameters are: m = 1, K = 4, g = 4 and the number of real symbols per group is 1. Its linear dispersion matrices are : {I 2 , iX, iZ, ZX}. All the weight matrices belong to Λ 1 . The four sets of vectors from F 2 ⊕ F 4 corresponding to the four groups are as follows:
It can be seen that the weight of the sum of any two different vectors is odd, thus the above design is single real symbol decodable.
In [11] , it has been elaborately shown that, like the Alamouti code above, the 2 × 2 ABBA code [18] , the 2 × 2 CIOD [6], the a b −b a design and all square orthogonal designs [3] are obtainable via codes over F 4 . In Section V of [11] , it is shown elaborately that almost all the known multigroup decodable STBCs are also obtainable using the approach of this section.
IV. NEW FAST-GROUP-DECODABLE CODES
In this section, we propose a new class of fast-groupdecodable and fast-decodable codes with rates R > 1 for number of antennas that are a power of 2. The rate vs ML decoding complexity trade-off of this class of codes is derived. We also show that codes with lower ML decoding complexity than those reported in [16] can be obtained by simply using the same design as in [16] but by choosing the constellations carefully. We then show that the fast-group-decodable STBC recently given in [14] is a specific case of STBCs obtained from codes over F 4 . In the latter part of this section we show that some of the best known codes for 2 and 4 transmit antennas are obtainable from codes over F 4 .
A. A new class of FD and FGD designs
We first propose a new class of rate 5/4 fast-groupdecodable designs. These designs are then extended to obtain fast-decodable designs with rates R > 5/4. Designs of rate less than 5/4 are obtained by puncturing.
Let the number of transmit antennas be 2 m , m ≥ 1. 
. This can always be done as long as R is less than or equal to the maximum possible rate 2 m . The proposed design is S = S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ O, whose rate is R. Designs with rates 1 ≤ R < 5/4 are obtained from S 1 ∪ S 2 by puncturing symbols from S E . The given class of codes for R > 1 can be shown [11] to be ML decodable with complexity
for arbitrary complex constellations and
for appropriately chosen constellations.
ISIT 2010, Austin, Texas, U.S.A., June 13 -18, 2010 Key: A -Arbitrary constellation, B -Carefully chosen constellation, * -Least known complexity B. Complexity reducing constellations for designs in [16] The codes in [16] are 2-group decodable with unitary weight matrices and rate R = 2 m−2 + 1 2 m . In [16] , decoding complexity was given only for arbitrary complex constellations, which is
Consider any two symbols, x 1 and x 2 , one from each of the two groups. Since the linear dispersion matrices are unitary, the weight matrices A 1 , A 2 of the symbols x 1 and x 2 satisfy (1) for l = 2. We can use Theorem 2 to use regular PAM on two variables x 1 and x 2 without losing full diversity property. Now, this code is ML decodable with complexity
C. Code in [14] as a specific case of STBCs via codes over F 4
It is shown in [11] that maximal-rate square orthogonal designs belong to the class of codes obtainable from codes over F 4 . Consider the case of m = 2. A square orthogonal design for 2 2 antennas has 6 vectors, each forming a group on its own. One of the vectors is the all zero vector. [11] . This design was the one proposed in [14] .
D. Comparison of decoding complexities
From (2), (3), (4) and (5) it is clear that the new class of designs described in Section IV-A yield lower ML decoding complexity than the codes in [16] whenever R < 3/2 or R > 2 m−2 + 1 2 m . In fact these codes have the least known ML decoding complexity for these values of R when the number of antennas is 2 m . For rates 3/2 ≤ R ≤ 2 m−2 + 1 2 m the proposed codes in Section IV-B have the least known ML decoding complexity. Table I summarizes the comparison of the achievable ML decoding complexities of known codes and the new ones of this paper. Only rates higher than 1 are considered. Comparison is done with EAST (Embedded Alamouti Space-Time) codes from [12] , 2-group decodable codes from [16] , fast-decodable code from [13] and the FGD code from [14] . The entry for 2 antennas with rate 2 and arbitrary constellation is that of the code given in [18] and [19] . In Section IV-E2, it is shown that this code belongs to the proposed class of STBCs. It must be noted that the proposed code for N = 4, R = 5/4 has lower ML decoding complexity than the code from [15] , [16] . The code for N = 4, R = 17/8 has lower ML decoding complexity than the code from [14] . Similarly, for N = 8 and R = 5/4 the proposed codes have the least known ML decoding complexity.
E. Examples of FD codes in literature obtainable from codes over F 4
1) Rate 2 Codes from Pavan et al. [17] : In [17] , rate 2 codes were given for 2 and 4 transmit antennas with the largest known coding gain. Both these codes are fast-decodable. These codes can be obtained from Pauli weight matrices by using appropriate signal sets. We emphasize that these codes have low ML decoding complexity because the underlying design comes from Λ m . As an example we now show how the 2 × 2 code is obtained from Λ 1 . The corresponding weight vectors are 
. The resulting design in terms of {s k } is » s1,I + is2,Q e iπ/4 (s4,I + is3,Q) e iπ/4 (−s4,Q + is3,I ) −s1,Q + is2,I -.
The STBC presented in [17] is (7) multiplied on the right hand side by the unitary matrix
2) The HTW-PGA Code: This is a rate 2 code for 2 transmit antennas. It was independently discovered by Hottinen, Tirkkonen and Wichman [18] and by Paredes, Gershman and Alkhansari [19] . Its ML decoding complexity is of the order of M 3 for arbitrary constellations and M 2 for QAM symbols [17] . We now show that this code is obtained from a design with Pauli Weight matrices. Specifically the rate 2 design for 2 transmit antennas described in Section IV-A leads to this code. The HTW-PGA code in complex sym- 
